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State whatsoever was unfounded." But in this policy of peace all
Polish parties were one; when the Budget Estimates for the
Foreign Ministry were being examined by the Seym, Radziwill,
the head of the Foreign Affairs Commission, declared in the name
of all the Polish parties that they renounced discussion of them as
Parliament approved the Foreign Minister's policy unreservedly.
On February 6,1929, the Government Block put before the Seym
the draft of a new Constitution, the chief authors of which were
Jan Pilsudski, a brother of the Marshal, and Makowski, a former
Minister of Justice; it aimed at instituting a Presidential form of
Government rather like that of the United States. The nation was
declared to be the source of power, and the President the highest
representative of that power. Instead of being chosen by the two
Houses of Parliament sitting together as the National Assembly,
the President was to be elected by a plebiscite of the whole people,
as in Germany, the choice being between two candidates, one
nominated by the Parliament, and the other by the retiring
President. The post was to be held for seven years. The President
was to have the right to open and dissolve the Parliament, to
initiate legislation, and to veto Acts passed by it; to issue decrees
between sessions and during the elections. The Government was
to be responsible to the President alone, though it was open to
the Parliament, by an absolute majority, to compel its resignation.
Before the Seym began a discussion of the proposed measure
an event happened which was a sequel to the statement made by
Zaleski in the December Council of the League respecting the
Volksbund agitation in Polish Upper Silesia: this was the arrest of
Ulitz, the leader of the organization, on February 13, on the
dissolution of the Silesian Seym, of which his membership had
given him "immunity" till that date. The charge was that he had
falsified documents to facilitate the flight abroad of conscripts.
Concerning this arrest Zaleski said Ulitz would receive from the
Polish judicial authorities the same treatment as would any Pole

